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November 8, 2018 

 

 

Mr. Michael McMahon 

Dominion Hills Recreation Center 

6000 Wilson Boulevard 

Arlington, VA 

 

RE:   Investigation and Report, Pool Deck Leaks – Dominion Hills Recreation Center 

 

                                                                                            

Dear Michael: 

 

This purpose of this report is to provide you and the Dominion Hills Area Recreation 

Association (DHARA) board with our observations, findings, and recommendations following 

an investigation of the elevated structure at the southwest quadrant of the pool deck and 

associated waterproofing systems at Dominion Hills Recreation Center located at 6000 Wilson 

Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia.  The field work for this report was conducted on October 4, 

2018.     

 

General background information on the construction and renovation of the pool and surrounding 

decking and documentation of on-site testing is also included.   At the end of this report is an 

analysis discussing the probable source of the active leaks and recommended remedial actions to 

correct them.  A structural assessment of the elevated pool deck structure was performed by 

Elliott, LeBoeuf & McElwain.  Their report is included at Enclosure B.   

 

For the purpose of this report the pool deck has been split into four quadrants; Northeast, 

Northwest, Southeast, and Southwest.  The Northeast Quadrant consists of the Training Tank and 

surrounding on-grade concrete pool decks.  The Northwest Quadrant consists of the Main Pool, 

Kiddie Pool, and surrounding on-grade concrete pool decks.  The Southeast Quadrant consists of 

the elevated wooden pool deck structure, flat lawn area, and the stream basin.  The Southwest 

Quadrant consists of the elevated concrete pool deck, Dive Well, and adjacent on-grade concrete 

pool decks.  See Figure 1 below (next page) and Site Plan at Enclosure A for visual 

representation of Quadrants. 
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Figure 1:  Site Overview with Quadrants 

 

 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

General:    Dominion Hills Recreation Center is located at 6000 Wilson Boulevard in Arlington, 

Virginia.  The site generally slopes from Wilson Boulevard to the south, down toward the main 

building, to the lower level pool area and eventually to a relatively level lawn area bordering a 

stream.  The north edge of the pool and surrounding pool deck along the backside of the 

Community Building were cut into the side of the hill, while the south side of the pool is 

supported by retaining walls that facilitate a significant change in grade down to the lower lawn 

area.  The pool is surrounded by an on-grade concrete deck at all sides with the exception of the 

Southwest Quadrant where a concrete structure supports an elevated concrete deck adjacent the 

diving well.  The Southeast Quadrant concrete deck extends between the pool structure to the 

north and a retaining wall to the south.  A large elevated wood deck structure extends to the 

south out beyond the Southeast Quadrant pool deck.   

 

The large pool deck area at the Southwest Quadrant is an elevated concrete structure that 

provides a space for the pool equipment below.  Seemingly constant seepage at the south side of 

this elevated structure and deterioration of the concrete elements below is the primary focus of 

this study.   
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Photo 1 – Pool Deck at Shallow End and 

Diving Well.  a. Pool deck over slab-on-grade 

construction.   b. Pool deck over elevated 

structural slab construction. 

Photo 2 – South Side of Elevated Deck Area.  

a. Elevated structural slab.  b. Pool equipment 

and mechanical area. 

 

Past Renovations:    The Dominion Hills Recreation Center pool was originally constructed in 

1954 when DHARA purchased Powhatan Springs and the Community House.  The pool has 

been significantly renovated on at least two occasions.  The first major renovation consisted of 

installing a permanent bulkhead between the competitive lane pool (now the Main Pool) and the 

shallower eastern training pool (now the Training Tank).   Part of this renovation included 

reconstruction of the pool perimeter to include a continuous gutter system.  The on-grade 

concrete deck surrounding the pool was replaced as part of this renovation.   

 

The second major renovation occurred in 2006/07 and consisted of widening the shallow end of 

the main pool and expanding/creating a new diving well.  The elevated concrete structure 

covering the pool equipment had significant structural repairs performed as part of this project.  

Other work included matching the continuous perimeter gutter system, waterproofing the 

elevated concrete structure and installing a new topping slab (the pool “deck”) at the southwest 

corner.   

 

Subsequent to the 2006/07 repairs, it was reported that the perimeter pool deck drain was 

replaced with a larger 4-inch wide plastic trench drain.  The trench drain is located at the outer 

edge of the pool decks at the Northeast and Northwest Quadrants and discharges to 4-inch PVC 

outlet pipes at the east and west termini.  Debris screens at the two outlets significantly reduce 

flow capacity – but do protect against debris entering the piping system.   It is reported that the 

pool deck routinely floods during rain events.     

 

Leaks:    The two primary leak conditions that are the focus of this study are the constant 

seepage at the south edge of the elevated structure over the pool equipment area (L1) and 

moisture staining/seepage along the top of the east retaining wall within the pool equipment area 

a 

b a 

b 
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(L2).  There is also an active leak where a hole was recently made through the pool deck and 

structural slab (L3) to allow for filter media replacement.  Water present at the top surface of the 

structural slab made sealing the resulting patch impossible.  Minor leaks were also noted at some 

cracks and penetrations in the field of the elevated slab.  Please find each leak located on the Site 

Plan at Enclosure A.   

 

 

OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS 

 

Methodology:    Field work consisted of visually surveying the elevated concrete pool deck, the 

underside of the elevated concrete structure over the equipment room, beams and columns 

supporting the slab, and the waterproofing system at the elevated pool deck structural slab (top 

surface of elevated structure).  Two destructive test cuts were taken through the elevated pool 

deck to expose the top surface of the elevated structure to determine existing construction 

conditions and to visually inspect the existing waterproofing membrane.   

 

Water Tests:    To help identify and eliminate potential sources for the water intrusion into the 

elevated concrete pool deck a series of water tests were performed.  Individual water tests 

consisted of running a garden hose full flow in the following locations:  various locations over 

the elevated concrete pool deck, along the west pool deck retaining wall, and along the joint 

between the elevated concrete pool deck and continuous pool gutter frame.   

 

During water tests over the elevated concrete pool deck no leaks were observed at the drain 

penetrations or drain lines below the elevated structure.  However, water was found to penetrate 

through the elevated concrete pool deck (topping slab) and migrate along the top surface of the 

elevated concrete structure.  Water was observed within the test cut through the elevated 

concrete pool deck (TC1) as well as a noticeable increase in seepage at Leaks 1 and 3 (L1 and 

L3).  Surface water infiltration through the pool deck topping slab is a likely source of both L1 

and L3. 

 

During water tests along the west pool deck foundation wall water was observed to flow along 

the edge of the pool structure and out to the south lawn.  No visible increase in seepage at L1 or 

L3 was observed; however, the volume of water supplied to the site was limited and does not 

accurately represent the bulk water observed by the site during rain events.  Site drainage along 

the west edge of the pool structure/ retaining wall is a potential source of the active leaks but 

could not be confirmed at the time of our survey. 

 

During water tests along the joint between the topping slab and continuous pool gutter an 

increase was observed at the seepage along the pool retaining wall within the pool equipment 

room.  The increase in seepage slowed and eventually came to a stop after the test was ended and 

did not return.  This indicates that the source of the leak is likely failure of the sealant joint along 
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the edge of the continuous pool gutter frame and lack of/ failure of the waterproofing system at 

the structural slab level.  

 

Test Cuts:    To augment the visual survey two test cuts were taken; one through the pool deck 

topping slab, and one at a reinforced concrete beam at the underside of the elevated pool deck 

structure.  The following is a description of the observations and findings at each Test Cut: 

 

Test Cut 1 (TC1) was taken at the pool deck topping slab directly above the north pool 

equipment room retaining wall.  The intent was to observe the condition of the elevated 

structural slab surface, top of the retaining wall and backfill behind the retaining wall.  Removal 

of the topping slab found (from the top down) a gravel layer, protection board, waterproofing 

and a lower concrete slab.  We confirmed the test cut location alignment with the retaining wall 

by drilling a hole through the structural slab.  The test cut aligned with the retaining wall, so it 

was expanded to the north to find the end of the lower slab.  Per the 2006 Renovation drawings, 

the original slab-on-grade at this location was to be removed (and needed to be removed to allow 

construction of the expanded shallow end of the pool).  An edge to the slab was not located and 

the water tests found that the slab indeed extends to the shallow end pool wall at a minimum as 

water seeping through the pool deck flowed on top of the elevated structure over to the test cut 

opening.   

 

Test Cut 2 (TC2) was taken at a reinforced concrete beam at the west edge of the elevated pool 

deck structure.  TC2 consisted of removing loose spalling concrete, then removing additional 

concrete surrounding the exposed reinforcing steel so section loss measurements could be taken 

by the Structural Engineer. 

 

Site:  As previously noted the site slopes from north to south with primary overland flow 

draining toward the pool; however, the building and some surrounding site walls block direct 

flow from the primary site onto the pool deck.  While site drainage is likely a contributing factor 

to the persistent seepage at the south edge of the elevated structure (L1), specific conditions were 

not identified during our survey that warrant modification.   

 

Repairs recommended by this report should satisfactorily address leaks at the elevated pool deck 

structure; however, if the Association observes significant overland flow entering the pool deck 

areas during rain events, the source of the flow should be identified so remedial measures can be 

considered.   
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Photo 3 – Overview of upslope area draining 

toward pool.  

Photo 4 – Pool Deck.  a. Line of retaining wall 

below.  b. Topping slab/deck area bounded by 

pool (left) and retaining wall (right). c. Trench 

drain.  d. Retaining wall. e. Continuous pool 

gutter. 

 

Site Drainage:    Drainage facilities immediately surrounding the pool consist of a concrete 

swale and cast iron grated catch basin at the northwest corner, a perimeter trench drain at the 

west, north and east edge of the on-grade pool deck, and deck drains at the elevated pool deck 

structure.  The west side drainage (catch basin, trench drain and deck drains) all connect and 

discharge to a single 6 inch PVC outlet pipe that discharges to the stream at the south lawn.  The 

trench drain at the east side discharges to a single 4-inch PVC outlet.  Based on a cursory 

analysis of the site drainage, the capacity of the drainage system is woefully inadequate resulting 

in flooding of the pool deck during moderate rain events.   

 

While decks that are temporarily inundated with standing water are not conducive to the 

maintenance and operation of the pool, the condition is not resulting in damage to the structure 

inherently.  The primary impact of an undersized drainage system with regard to this study is 

infiltration of the impounded water through the topping slab.  Based on our survey, water 

collecting below the topping slab is a primary source of the continuous seepage at the south edge 

of the elevated structure.   

 

Topping Slab:    Based on our test cut and discussions with Association members the concrete 

deck surrounding the pool is essentially a continuous topping slab.  When past renovation work 

was completed at the pools (new gutter system and top edge of pool reconstruction), it appears 

the original slab-on-grade pool decks were not removed.   As a result the current concrete pool 

deck was constructed over those original slabs.  This results in a relatively impervious substrate 

directly below the pool deck which inhibits water from draining properly.   

 

a 

d 

c 

b 
e 
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The subsurface (original pool deck) slab level at the north, south and west sides of the pool is 

bound by the pool structure on one side and retaining walls on the other.  Water that infiltrates 

through the pool deck slab has no outlet.  Based on our test cut, the lower slab and elevated pool 

deck structure are at the same elevation allowing water from the north and west sides to drain 

over the surface of the elevated structure.  As previously noted, we suspect this impounded water 

is a primary source of the south slab edge seepage (L1).  Installation of a subsurface drainage 

system to intercept this flow before it reaches the elevated slab is recommended.  

 

  
Photo 5 – South Edge of Elevated Structural 

Slab.  a. Elevated structural slab.  b. 8-inch 

thick topping slab.  c. Chain link fence 

mounted through topping slab.  d. Seepage 

from joint between topping slab and structural 

slab. 

Photo 6 – Gravel Layer below Topping Slab.  

a. Protection board/waterproofing membrane – 

moisture on surface.  b. Gravel layer. 

 

The topping slab surrounding the main pool area was not surveyed specifically for this report, 

but our cursory observations were that it is in generally fair condition.  Sealant joints (including 

cracks) are reportedly resealed where needed on an annual basis as part of the Health Department 

inspection; however, several sealant joints have failed and should be resealed. 

 

Waterproofing:    The 2006 renovation drawings call for “Ecoline” waterproofing to be applied 

to the surface of the elevated pool deck structure.  Based on their online data sheet, the 

waterproofing is a medium viscosity water-based, polymer-modified anionic bituminous/asphalt 

emulsion.  At our test cut (photo below), we found moisture between the waterproofing 

membrane and the concrete structural slab (top surface of waterproofing was dry when test cut 

was initially opened).  A sample of the material removed found it to be thin, ~2 mils, (data sheet 

calls for 40-mil application) and pin-holed.  Based on our observations, the waterproofing has 

failed.  This is further confirmed by the moisture coming through the structural slab (observed at 

cracks).  Installation of a robust waterproofing system with proper termination details is needed 

to protect the structure. 

c b 

a 

d 

a 

b 
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Elevated Structural Slab:    The elevated structural slab has damage to the reinforcing steel 

throughout from constant moisture penetration, resulting in corrosion of the steel and spalling of 

the concrete.  A detailed assessment of the existing conditions and structural repairs required are 

included in the Structural Engineer’s report at Enclosure B.  The primary concern we have with 

the construction of the elevated slab is that there are no perimeter curbs to contain water that 

reaches the structural slab surface.  As a result, water seeps out at the south edge (L1) and leaks 

into/past the retaining wall structure at the east side (L2).    

 

A waterproofed curb should be constructed at the west and south sides of the slab and subsurface 

drainage relief should be provided at the waterproofed structural slab surface.  This can be 

accomplished with two tier drain installations.  At the pool side of the elevated slab structure, the 

waterproofing should be turned up at the back side of the pool gutter.   

 

Additionally, a hole was cut through the elevated concrete pool deck and elevated pool deck 

structure to allow for filter media replacement.  As replacing filter media is a revolving 

requirement this method is not advised in the future.  An access panel should be installed through 

the structure and pool deck topping slab to allow for ease of access to the pool equipment below. 

 

Retaining Walls:    The retaining wall at the north end of the pool equipment room appears to be 

in sound condition.  During the extensive water testing at the elevated pool deck and surrounding 

site, no moisture penetration was noted at the pool equipment area side of the retaining wall.  

Leaking cracks (not the result of the water testing) were noted on the north retaining wall in the 

pool equipment area.  At a minimum, these cracks should be exposed and injected to arrest the 

leaks; however, it is recommended that the backfill be excavated and the foundation wall 

 
Photo 7 – Test Cut.  a. Topping Slab.  b. Gravel 

layer.  c. Waterproofing membrane.  d. Top of 

elevated structural slab. 

c 

b 

a 

d 
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waterproofed in conjunction with the recommendations pertaining to the elevated pool deck 

repairs.       

 

  
Photo 8 – North Retaining Wall, June 2018. 

Note active moisture penetration. 

Photo 9 – North Retaining Wall, October 2018.  

Note efflorescence still present, but moisture 

substantially less. 

 

At the east retaining wall in the pool equipment room, there are moisture stains and efflorescence 

along the full length of the wall (see Photo 11).  Moisture staining and efflorescence is generally 

concentrated to the top of the wall.  Based on review of the pool construction drawings there are 

no embedded plumbing/drain lines in the wall and the stainless steel pool gutter system is 

continuous; therefore, the pool itself is not a likely source of the staining/ efflorescence.  A more 

likely source is the structural slab-to-retaining wall cold joint and grout-fill area (see Figure 2).  

As outlined in the water test section above when water was introduced directly above this joint 

(between the elevated pool deck and continuous pool gutter) the moisture staining along the east 

retaining wall increased.  At a minimum the sealant joints surrounding the pool gutter should be 

resealed.  Installation of a robust waterproofing system on the elevated slab – with vertical 

termination at the backside of the pool gutter is a better long term solution.  
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Figure 2, 2006 Renovation Detail – Diving 

Well Wall to Structural Slab Interface.  Arrows 

indicate leak path 

Photo 10 – Retaining Wall at Diving Well.   

a. Elevated structural slab.  b. East retaining 

wall.  c.  Leak/efflorescence emanating from 

top of wall  

 

Deck Mounted Fence:  The chain link fence at the perimeter of the elevated slab is supported by 

posts embedded in the elevated pool deck slab edge.  Modification to the post mounts will likely 

be required to allow for construction of a perimeter curb.   

 

ANALYSIS 

 

General:    Based on the findings of our drawing review, visual survey, water tests and test cuts, 

the primary source of the active leaks at the south edge of the elevated structural slab is 

subsurface flow between the pool deck slab and the original slab-on-grade decks. This 

subsurface water flows to the south and out at the elevated slab.  The source of the water 

becoming entrapped is likely from penetration through deficiencies in the topping slab and 

subsurface inflow from surrounding site drainage.  It is unlikely that either source can be 

eliminated without reconstruction of the entire pool perimeter and adjoining site.  The resulting 

seepage has caused damage to the elevated structural slab and unsightly, dangerous/ wet 

conditions at the pool equipment room.   

To address the condition we recommend a three level approach.  The first level is associated with 

the elevated structural slab and generally consists of re-waterproofing the slab with the addition 

of perimeter curbs to contain any penetrating moisture and introduction of bi-level drains to 

collect that penetrating water and drain it away.   

The second level consists of exposing and waterproofing the positive side of the north retaining 

wall at the pool equipment room.  While an option does exist to treat this wall from the negative 

a 

c 

b 
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side by crack injection, it seems prudent (and likely cost effective) to address the wall from the 

positive side given all the other demolition work that will be taking place. 

The third level consists of installing a curb/dam between the shallow end of the pool and the 

west pool deck retaining wall and introducing a large subsurface drain at the north side of the 

curb to collect subsurface flow from the north and west slab areas.  The curb will isolate the 

elevated structure from the adjacent on-grade pool decks and should eliminate the seepage along 

the south edge for the elevated structure.  Waterproofing from the elevated slab areas would be 

extended to the backside of the new curb and to the south pool edge at the lap lanes.  All water 

infiltration through the elevated pool deck in the waterproofed zone would be relieved by bi-

level drains.   

Once these moisture control efforts are completed, the repairs to the damaged structure can be 

performed with a higher likelihood of success.   

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

The following is a summary of the recommendations pertaining to the elevated pool deck and 

should alleviate the sources of active Leaks 1, 2, and 3.  A construction cost estimate has been 

provided at Enclosure C.  

 

Level 1 – Re-waterproof existing elevated structural slab: 

1. Demolish existing elevated pool deck topping slab.   

2. Remove existing waterproofing membrane down to structural concrete slab. 

3. Repair elevated concrete structure in accordance with Structural Engineer’s 

recommendations and allow time for proper curing. 

4. Modify/ expose backside of perimeter pool gutter adjacent to elevated slab to 

receive waterproofing. 

5. Construct concrete curbs at the west and south sides of the elevated structure.   

6. Install hot fluid-applied rubberized asphalt waterproofing system with drainage 

course to surface of repaired elevated structure.  Turn waterproofing membrane 

up at new concrete curbs and existing/modified pool gutter. 

7. Install two-tiered area drains. 

8. Install access door to provide access to pool equipment below pool deck. 

9. Replace elevated pool deck topping slab. 

10. Modify pool deck fencing connection at posts. 
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Level 2 – Waterproof North Retaining Wall at Pool Equipment Room: 

1. Demolish portion of on-grade pool deck slabs (both surface and subsurface slabs). 

2. Excavate to expose foundation wall (most likely just top 4-feet of wall). 

3. Install rubberized asphalt sheet membrane, protection board, and drainage board. 

4. Install perforated drain line and discharge to slope west of pool equipment room. 

5. Backfill excavation. 

6. Construct slab-on-grade level with elevated structure and waterproof over to edge 

of pool (modified gutter curb). 

7. Install concrete topping slab. 

 

Level 3 – Install Curb/Dam along north end of Elevated Structure: 

1. Extend foundation waterproofing up at back side of new concrete curb. 

2. Install perforated drain tile at bottom of excavation.  

3. Backfill around drain tile with gravel. 

4. Cut out topping slab and lower slab-on-grade across narrow section of pool 

terrace at shallow end of pool. 

5. Construct curb at edge of slab-on-grade installed under Level 2 repairs.  

Waterproof north side face of curb. 

6. Excavate subgrade at north side of curb and install perforated drain tile in gravel 

filled trench.  Extend gravel up to underside of existing topping slab. 

7. Extend pipe and discharge to slope west of pool equipment room. 

8. Replace topping slab/ slab-on-grade north of curb. 

 

Structural Repairs – See Structural Assessment at Enclosure B for recommendations: 

 

 

Michael, please call if you have any questions concerning this report.     

 

 

Sincerely,                  

SEAL ENGINEERING, Inc.                                                         

David M. Krekelberg, EIT                            

Project Engineer        

                                                 

Enclosures:   Enclosure A – Site Plan  

Enclosure B – Structural Condition Assessment 

Enclosure C – Cost Estimates 


